MEDIA RELEASE
August will be a delight of colour and design as two exciting Australian artists
open their new shows at 19 Karen Contemporary Artspace.

Go Suga - Solo Show - Under The Stars
Jasmine Mansbridge - Your Turn For The Moon
Opening Night - Saturday 24th August 2019

Go Suga Under The Stars
Born in Hiroshima, Japan Go Suga migrated to
Australia and settled on the Gold Coast in
Queensland 1990. His talent for drawing has been a
lifelong passion with a mystical seamless blending of
cultures.
Go’s work draws upon and reflects his personal
views on a wide range of influences including social,
political and cultural issues, blended with a rare
beauty and mystique with the vibrant use of colour,
shape and movement to create a truly unique and
entrancing artwork.
Focusing on subjects close to his heart, such as the ocean, surf, sun and the environment, Go
Suga has constructed beautiful images using bold colours and simple shapes for his new show at
19 Karen - Under The Stars.
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Jasmine Mansbridge Your Turn For The Moon
Jasmine Mansbridge’s clean, structured geometric
works seem to be in direct contrast to her beautiful
but chaotic upbringing as she travelled the country
as the daughter of a Minister and a musician.
Her work is best described as the meeting of
exploration and refinement. Jasmine has taken her
art to a number of mediums – sculpture, large-scale
public works and intimate paintings for private
collection. She is not afraid to venture outside an
established comfort zone. Whatever her choice of
art form, Mansbridge brings a refined and meticulous hand to the work; her deliberation and
contemplation are evident at all times.
In her new body of work, Jasmine responds to the idea of the passing of time, exploring the
concept of what time actually is. She uses geometric, architectural devices, portals and stairs as
metaphors to tell her own stories about time.

Two exciting shows to thrill the senses. A colourful feast for the eyes.
The two shows will run until 28th September 2019.
Exhibition Links:
Go Suga - Under The Stars
https://19karen.com.au/exhibitions/go-suga-under-the-stars/
Jasmine Mansbridge - Your Turn For The Moon
https://19karen.com.au/exhibitions/jasmine-mansbridge-your-turn-for-the-moon/
Opening reception:
Saturday 24th August 5pm to 7pm
Entertainment by: Scott Dalton

For further information, media enquiries, artist interviews
and images please contact:
Kylie Cox at kylie@19karen.com.au or phone us on
(07)555 45 019.
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